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SPARK 233 
(Matrix Code: SPARK233.00 for StartOver.xyz game.) 

 
DISTINCTION: Delivering your Nonmaterial Value opens your place in Archiarchy.  

 
NOTES: Modern culture places its highest value on material objects. This culture 

also values hoarding the medium of exchange used for obtaining those objects. 

People who do whatever it takes to surround themselves with material comforts – 
such as city-dwellers – are burdened with making sure that financially-captured 

slaves continue producing, delivering, and maintaining their luxurious foods, shelters, 
clothing, technology, and modes of transportation, while ignoring the damage these 
activities cause to ‘less-developed’ countries, future generations, the ecologies of 

Earth, and their own soul.  
 

Other cultures are possible for you, even if modern culture is not aware of them. For 
example, Archiarchy is rapidly emerging around the world now that Matriarchy and 
Patriarchy have run their course. Archiarchal Cultures center themselves around 

authentic Adulthood and Archetypal Initiatory Processes, Radical Responsibility, and 
coordinated ecological regeneration. But what is your place in Archiarchy? And how 

can you get there? This S.P.A.R.K. is a Doorway for finding your place in Archiarchy 
through delivering your Nonmaterial Value.  
 

Modern culture can only run when its citizens deliver the services of modern culture’s 
Specialty-Skill-Infrastructure as teachers, lawyers, secretaries, police, engineers, 
doctors, nurses, airline pilots, baggage-handlers, programmers, truckers, car-repair 

guys, grocery store clerks, hamburger flippers, soldiers, priests, farmers, politicians, 
administrators, corporate managers, etc. The Tax Office publishes a list of the 

standard modern culture jobs, without which, modern culture grinds to a stop.  
 
The Specialty-Skill-Infrastructure that brings Archiarchy to life is barely even started. 

It is mostly unoccupied space at this time, and will remain open as an infinite 
opportunity, because Archiarchy professions Radically Rely on Infinite Resources, 

such as Bright Principles, Archetypal Lineage, Stellated Feelings Archetypes, Earth 
Coincidence Control Office (E.C.C.O.), Nothingness, Attention, Possibility, Clarity, 
Love, Matrix, Context, etc. This means new Archiarchy professions will continue to 

be Invented because there are no resource limitations for developing Consciousness 
or for taking Responsibility.  

 
No profession from modern culture is Contexted and Purposed in Archiarchal 
Distinctions and Traditions. Therefore, every profession needed for daily life in 

Archiarchy is an entirely new gameworld waiting to be built: by you! Archiarchal 
professions include, for example, Possibilitator, Rage Club or Fear Club 

Spaceholder, Possibility Coach, Possibility Mediator, Possibility Psychologist, 
Memetic Engineer, Whole Permaculturist, New Refugees Spaceholder, 3 Phase 
Healer, Gremlin Transformer, WEConFest Spaceholder, Possibility Trainer, Adult 

Egostate Decontaminator, Earth Guardian, Evolutionary, Village Weaver, Gaian 
Gameworld Builder, Archiarchy Economist, Adulthood Initiator, Torus Technology 

Spaceholder, Gameworld Consultant... What is your Archiarchy profession? 
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CAUTION: Certain genius Edgeworkers market themselves as being a ‘leader in the 

evolution-of-consciousness movement’. These are the ‘Handsome-Hypercool-Tribal-

Holy-Workshop-Man’ or the ‘Angel-Goddess-Enlightened-Tribal-Workshop-Woman’. 
They only deliver their ‘exclusive’ Podcast to paying listeners. This ‘cautionary’ note 
is NOT that these people are rip-off-artists. It is that these good-hearted people are 

probably using outdated Thoughtware when they define themselves as a ‘leader’ 
trying to gain more-and-more ‘followers’ to give them ‘enough money to live’ – which 

means they are stuck in the methods and catechism of modern culture.  
 
You are rich in Nonmaterial Value – potential which can be delivered without 

depleting organic or mineral elements on Earth. Others already appreciate the 
Possibility you can open for them. It is, in fact, you who is in your way now. How can 

you shift out of the modern culture paradigm of working in a job to make more 
weapons or widgets that support the medical-military-industrial complex? The answer 
is: deliver you Nonmaterial Value until you do not have enough time for your job.  

 
Archans use innumerable transactional currencies. By valuing Euros, Rubles, or 

Yuan at the center of your Gaian Gameworld, you contaminate your Gameworld. 
Archiarchal Economics begins by providing Value first, rather than waiting around for 
a contract in which someone will pay you to work. This frees you to create the Value 

you were born to create. You become ecstatic Creation in action. Creating Value first 
and ongoingly, for no Reason, simultaneously tilts the balance of Value in your favor, 

meaning, the Universe then owes you Value. You use the Universe as your Value 
Bank. 
 

For example, let us say that your Teams identify part of your Value as your ability to 
Listen, to Notice, to Go Nonlinear, and to Cause Transformation. You then join the 

EHP Collaboration Telegram Group (the online Emotional Healing Process Dojo) and 
deliver 100 free EHPs, asking each Client to give you ruthlessly self-honest 
Feedback and Coaching after each session. You post clear descriptions of the ‘Gold’ 

you discovered as an EHP Spaceholder in that group so that others can benefit from 
your research. In this way you are already trying to Replace Yourself. Meanwhile, 

you study the Process website and the Create Possibility website, especially the 
100+ actual EHP video sessions at the Create Possibility website. Yes, you study 
ALL of them, with your 3Cell or your Team, stopping the videos to explore why or 

why not the Possibility Coach said or did what they did and what it caused or avoided 
causing. You Practice to an absurdly effective EHP skill level. No one can do this for 

you. More interestingly, no on can stop you from doing this! By becoming absurdly 
effective at delivering your Nonmaterial Value, the Universe notices. More Clients will 
request Processes than you have time for. Then you must start charging for your 

sessions. Keep going like this until you no longer have time to work at your job. Then 
you retire from modern culture because your Adulthood life in Archiarchy has already 

begun. Similar steps are taken to implement any new Archiarchal profession. (Much 
more info and experiments are given online at the links in this S.P.A.R.K…) 
 

As the character ‘Lester Bangs’ in the film Almost Famous: Philip Seymour Hoffman 
says, “The only true currency in this bankrupt world is what you share with someone 

else when you are uncool.” One of the coolest places to share what is going on with 
you when you are ‘uncool’ is the EHP Collaboration Team / Telegram. 
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EXPERIMENTS:  

SPARK233.01 USE YOUR TEAMS TO DISTILL YOUR NONMATERIAL VALUE 

Meet with your Possibility Team and announce that you are ready to activate your 
Nonmaterial Value. Study the Nonmaterial Value website together. This will require 

several meetings. Do ALL of the Experiments together. (Make sure to record your 
Matrix Codes at StartOver.xyz). Demand that your Team be Honest and unmerciful 

with you about healing your Energetic Blocks, Mixed Emotions, and Emotional Fears 
– by being Honest and Unmerciful with them. This adds immeasurably aliveness to 
your Possibility Team. Distill for each other, in actuality – not merely on paper, the 
Value you would love to deliver even if you do not get paid. NOTE: You may be so 

exhausted trying to survive in modern culture that it may be difficult to imagine what 

would turn you on so much that you would actually do it ‘for free’. Find out what that 
is, and then prove you can do it. This kind of ‘Work’ gives you energy instead of 
taking energy away from you! 
SPARK233.02 JUST FOR THE HELL OF IT, DELIVER 100 FREE EMOTIONAL 
HEALING PROCESSES ONLINE OR OFFLINE For each EHP you deliver, write in 

your Beep! Book which number it is, the date, the Client’s name and email address 
(add their email to your Newsletter Recipient Database to build Your Circle), their 
presenting issue or question, and details of the Process you Navigated for them. 

Then also write down exactly what they say as Feedback and Coaching for how you 
can improve your next Client’s EHP experience with you. Practice delivering your 

Nonmaterial Value to an absurdly effective skill level. Astonish yourself. This is what 
having a human life is for! 
SPARK233.03 INTERVIEW SOMEONE FROM ARCHIARCHY Connect with an 

Archan and arrange to video-record an intense little Interview journey together. 
During the interview, fiercely maintain your Purpose of finding out what Nonmaterial 

Value they provide? How did they discover it? How did they develop it? How do they 
deliver it? And how does this bring Archiarchy to life? Publish your video interview on 
your Archiarchal website. 
SPARK233.04 BUILD AN ARCHIARCHAL WEBSITE THAT FRAMES UP YOU 
AND YOUR NONMATERIAL VALUE OFFERS Constructing your Archiarchal 

Nonmaterial Value Website builds the specific kinds of Matrix in your Being that 
supports you delivering your Nonmaterial Value. Remember: the sense of ‘value’ in 
the Values that you personally value, comes directly from the Matrix you have built. 

Be sure to provide on your Archiarchal website: 1. Action photos of you delivering 
your Nonmaterial Value, 2. Background Context about what your Nonmaterial Value 

causes for people, Teams, and Projects, 3. A few customer satisfaction and 
amazement quotes to build credibility, 4. Links to further resources for your readers – 
which also interconnects your website with other Nonmaterial Value websites in a 

global network of Archiarchy Nonmaterial Value providers, 5. Links to your online 
Articles, Interviews, and Books, and, 6. A form for the reader to register for your 

monthly Newsletter! Creating your Archiarchal Website also helps you to Cavitate 
and inhabit your place in Archiarchy. 
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